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In the above article [1], we highlight and address the errors
that were the previously unintended. Initially, we pointed out
a typo error in (20) of the weighting scheme. If readers use the
uncorrected equation, it will ultimately generate false results.
Thus, it will affect the efficiency and performance of the
proposed routing scheme. Henceforth, the correct form of the
weighting scheme is given in this article with a more concrete
and rigorous explanation. Next, we acknowledge the collab-
oration of the institutes to carry out the titled work, which
was unfortunately not incorporated in the acknowledgment
section by the IEEE in the previous version of the above-titled
article.

We proposed a novel weighting scheme (WRk ) by which a
source node selects the best relay node (BRk ) from the relay
forwarding set in the GCORP (Geographic and Cooperative
Opportunistic Routing) protocol [1] and also in the prelim-
inary work [2]. The weighting scheme is applied on three
different key parameters, such as normalized energy (α0),
normalized Packet Delivery Probability (PDP) (β0), and nor-
malized distance (γ0) and is given as below:

WRk (α0, β0, γ0) =
α0 · β0

γ0
(20a)

The correct form of a weighting scheme is given below,
which was unfortunately published in an incorrect form in
the previous version of the article [1].

WRk (α0, β0, γ0) =
(Eres(Rk )/Einit (Rk )) · PiRk

(DSiRk / max
Rk→k

DSiRk )
(20)

Equation (20) is an extended version of (20a). Therefore,
the neighboring relay node (Rk ) of the relay forwarding set
must hold the highest weighting value to become the best

relay node (BRk ). In the weighting scheme, we multiplied the
normalized energy (α0) with the normalized PDP (β0), and
then divide it with the normalized (Norm.) distance (γ0) in
order to get the highest weighting value for the neighboring
relay node (Rk ). Because the best relay node must have
maximum residual energy and PDP to route the data packets
in the direction of surface sinks. Besides, the best node needs
to be closer to the destination to advance the packets reliably
and has to tackle all unwanted and multipath transmissions
issues [3]. The numerical analysis on the weighting scheme
for different values of α0, β0, γ0 is given in Table 1. By refer-
ring to Table 1, we can assume the best relay node (BRk ) based
on the weighting value. The list of symbols used in (20a)
and (20) is tabulated in Table 2.
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TABLE 1. Numerical analysis on a weighting scheme. TABLE 2. List of symbols and their meanings.
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